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FUGITIVE WANTED FOR ASSAULT TRACKED
TO SHED IN NORTH VERSAILLES

PITTSBURGH, PA – The Allegheny County Sheriff’s Office announces the
apprehension of Rhaking Dunn, 21 years of age from North Versailles
Township. Dunn was wanted on a criminal bench warrant and a family division
warrant.
Dunn has been wanted since May 29, 2018 on his family division warrant and
July 24, 2018 on the criminal bench warrant. On May 16, 2018, Dunn allegedly
assaulted his girlfriend over text messages found in her phone. The complaint
states that Dunn threw the phone at her and “smacked” and “punched”
her. Dunn was scheduled for a preliminary hearing in July, which he failed to
appear; at which time a warrant was issued for bond forfeiture.
Around noon this afternoon, deputies headed to an address in the 200 block of
Rolling Woods Drive, where Dunn was believed to be residing. After a few
minutes of attempting to make contact with occupants, Dunn jumped from a
second story window, brandishing a firearm, and ran into a nearby wooded
area. While attempting to elude apprehension, Dunn discarded his coat in the
woods. Deputies brought in Sheriff’s Office bloodhound, K9 Ranger to track the

fugitive. The coat, which Dunn had abandonded, was used by K9 Ranger to
gather a scent. K9 Ranger set out on a 200 yard track ending at a shed in the
backyard of an address in the 200 block of Palma Street. Deputies found Dunn
inside the shed, where he was taken into custody without incident.
Subsequently, Dunn was transported to the Allegheny County Jail and lodged
on the aforementioned warrants. At the moment, deputies have been unable to
locate the firearm.
The Sheriff’s Office would like to thank the North Versailles and Allegheny
County Police Departments for their assistance in today’s apprehension.
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